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1922-1948. Spanish passports extended by Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
 
Simultaneously as those booklet variations (please, see chapter 2), another secondary 
collection appeared in 1922 and disappeared around 1948: booklets extended in Spanish 
Consulates and Vice-consulates abroad. 
 
Common Spanish passports are extended in Spain by the Ministry of Internal Affairs 
(picture 1, left), and abroad (Consulates and Vice-consulates) by the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs (picture 1, right). Both were extended according to the same law and 
minor regulations. 
 

   
 
Starting in May 1922, the passport booklet model was spread in Spain various months 
later. However, passports extended abroad maintained the old model (sheet) for the next 
few years. Also, Consulates and Vice-consulates extended passports in other formats 
(folding double page, leaflet) and, finally around 1936 all common Spanish passports 
were extended in booklet model. 
 
You can find 1929 passports in leaflet format and 1936 passports in folding double page 
format. 
 
Leaflet passports and folding double page passports aren’t taken into consideration here, 
as we will focus on them in next pages. 
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In addition to booklet colours and nuances, as those extended in Spanish provinces, 
Spanish legations provided passports with a different cover for each office. Not only did 
they include the name of the legation in page 1, they included it also on the cover. 
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There wasn’t a unique model. E.g. As far as I know, in 1922 Guatemala consulate didn’t 
include the name on the cover, on the other hand, in 1948 the consulate in Tunisia kept 
its name on the cover. 
 

          
 
 
Finally, covers contained only the word “passport”, the coat of arms and the name of the 
country. And the covers’ colour was green. 
 
See the frame above that includes a wide Spanish Consulates and Vice-consulates list 
that extended those pretty passports. 
 
In short. 
 

- A secondary collection appeared in 1922 and disappeared around 1948: booklets 
extended in Spanish Consulates and Vice-consulates abroad. 

- Common Spanish passports are extended in Spain by the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs, and abroad by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

- Consulates and Vice-consulates extended passports in other formats (folding 
double page, leaflet) and, finally around 1936 all common Spanish passports 
were extended in booklet model. 

- Spanish legations provided passports with a different cover for each office. 
There wasn’t a unique model. 
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Issuing place year type Issuing place year type 

Agen 1924 booklet Lisbonne       

Alexandria  1956  booklet London       

Amsterdam        Montevideo  1929  extra sheet 

Assilah  1939  booklet Oran  1936  folding sheet

Argel 1  1935  booklet Pau  1939  booklet 

Argel 2  1940  booklet Pergpinan  1946  booklet 

Bayona 1  1940  booklet Pergpinan  1947  booklet 

Bayona 2  1941  booklet Puerto Rico  1929  leaflet 

Berlin        Puerto Rico  1933  booklet 

Boston        Rome       

Brussels        Quito     booklet 

Buenos Aires  1926  extra sheet Saint Nazaire  1923  sheet 

Buenos Aires 1  1936  booklet Santiago‐Chili       

Buenos Aires 2  1948  booklet Santiago‐Espaillat  1922  leaflet 

Düsseldorf  1939  booklet Sidi‐Bel‐Abbès  1936  booklet 

Guatemala  1922  booklet Tanger       

Gibraltar  1946  booklet Tetouan  1927  sheet 

Geneva  1942  booklet Tetouan  1930  booklet 

La Habana  1933  booklet Tunisia  1948  booklet 

Hendaya  1939  booklet Paris 1  1927  booklet 

Larache  1937  booklet Paris 2  1940  booklet 
La Paz  1947  booklet         
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